Strategy for a generic resistance to geminiviruses infecting tomato and papaya through in silico siRNA search.
Use of siRNA is a powerful methodology to particularly knockdown the targeted genes in a sequence specific manner. The potential of siRNA can be harnessed for silencing specific geminiviral genes in papaya and tomato plant hosts, thus making them resistant to the respective viruses. The challenge is in designing exogenous siRNA which can trigger silencing of viral genes irrespective of the genetic variability in different viral isolates and at the same time the selected siRNA does not target any plant gene (off target silencing). In this study, we have designed siRNA from the most conserved regions of viral coat protein (AV1) and replicase (AC1) genes retrieved from different isolates of geminiviruses infecting papaya (PLCV), and tomato (TLCV & TLCV, Northern India), so as to give a broad spectrum resistance and efficient silencing as it is highly homology-dependent strategy. Software siRNA finder (Ambion) was used on the selected conserved sequences in order to select only those putative siRNA oligonucleotides which fulfill all the basic criteria required as per the algorithm. Finally, a cross search using BLAST was performed to confirm that the designed siRNAs do not have any homology to plant genome sequences. The putative siRNA sequences thus designed to target essential genes of geminiviruses and introduced into the plants may facilitate developing papaya and tomato crops with generic resistance to geminiviruses.